
Research on how streaming platforms work in the USA and how
they operate.

STREAMING PLATFORM MODEL
What is streaming?
Streaming is a method of viewing a video or listening to audio content without
actually downloading the media files.
Streaming is the continuous transmission of audio or video files from a server to a
client. In simpler terms, streaming is what happens when consumers watch TV or
listen to podcasts on Internet-connected devices. With streaming, the media file
being played on the client device is stored remotely and is transmitted a few seconds
at a time over the Internet.

So, How Does Video Streaming Work?
Streaming works by breaking down the data packets that constitute the video or
audio data and interpreting each to play as a video or audio in the player on the
user’s device.

This is different from what used to happen before streaming when an audio or video
file had to be downloaded completely onto the user’s device before it could be
played. While this was acceptable in the early days of the internet when web content
only constituted simple pages of text and static images, today the situation is much
different.

High-speed internet connectivity has allowed anyone on the internet to create large
volumes of high-quality video and audio content and simultaneously, the demand for
viewing such content has also gone up.

Users are also consuming content on the go on their devices and can be turned away
by the creator’s competitor if they don’t get to access the video or audio they are
interested in or are forced to wait for the video or audio to buffer.

Streaming allows users to view such content continuously and enjoy a seamless
viewing experience. Instead of the entire media file being downloaded first, the
content is transmitted in data packets a few seconds at a time and stored on the
user’s device, and played there remotely.

For companies to provide content for streaming, they need servers or cloud
platforms for storage. Big players like Netflix have content delivery networks that
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keep the most popular content cached and close to where it will be streamed. This
reduces latency and bandwidth costs and makes it easier for you to watch TV online.

ALGORITHMS IN STREAMING

Nearly every major streaming platform uses its own unique algorithm that combines
human knowledge and machine learning to create a decision-making process that
will guide the viewer.

NETFLIX

For its algorithm, Netflix uses data on what users watch, what they search, how they
rate, when they watch, and more to customize page construction, genre rows,
trending videos, order of videos, and even the icons. Netflix claims that these
systems have decreased its churn by several percentage points and have saved $1
billion per year.

Netflix has published many of the details on its algorithms. The first use of algorithm
series is in the matrix-like layout and content of each user’s homepage:

1. The Personalized Video Ranker (PVR) takes the catalog of videos and orders
them for each member within the genre rows.

2. The Top-N Video Ranker generates recommendations for the Top Picks row,
personalizing the selection for a member.

3. The Trending Now is similar to Top-N in that it focuses on trends, but this one
particularly focuses on short-term trends like Valentine’s Day or a weather
event while still including consideration of personalization.

4. The Continue Watching sorts recently viewed content using an estimate of
what a user is most likely to continue watching or re-watch.

5. The Video-Video Similarity or Because You Watched develops
recommendations based on a piece of content the user interacted with. These
recommendations are not personalized, but the titles that the Because You
Watched features are personalized depending on estimations of a user’s
preference for content.

6. The Page Generation algorithm uses all of the algorithms above to
personalize which rows show up and in what order.
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The other uses of algorithms are:

● The Evidence algorithm helps users decide if the content they have clicked on
is what they want. These metrics include predicted star rating, the information
on the content, and the icons shown for content in rows. Examples of this
include whether to show if the content has won an award or which icon the
user will most likely choose.

● The Search is made up of multiple algorithms that help determine which
results are most relevant for a user by including partial queries (“frie” showing
“friend”) or concepts (showing French movies for “French” instead of titles
including “French”).

While the algorithms alone are impressive, Netflix also runs about 250 A/B tests
every year on around 100,000 users. The goal is to not rely on the algorithms but to
use real data to figure out what is working. More recently, it has also incorporated the
data from its new addition, Netflix Party, a browser extension that allows users to
watch with other users. The data from this allows them to expand the knowledge of
a user’s preference outside of what they are watching.

Netflix’s impressive algorithm system is only one of the many ways streaming
platforms are developing personalized recommendations.

The Streaming Network Model
1. The core streaming model
2. Streaming and content publishing
3. Streaming and content origination
4. Streaming and device control
5. Streaming and advertising

Each step includes a discussion on the relevant nodes and connections, using the
concepts of relationships, flows, access, control,andexposure to make sense of the
streaming network.
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1. The core streaming model-

Starting from the top left, the first node is the streaming provider (Spotify, Apple
Music, Netflix, KU, a type of digital service provider) which controls and provides a
database of content to be accessed by the user through a device and software.
These four nodes are connected by way of flows (black arrows) and relationships of
control and access (white arrows with dotted lines).

2. Streaming and content publishers

Content publishers in the context of Spotify, Netflix, KU, and Apple Music can be
record companies, publishers, and production companies but also television
networks and organizations that act on behalf of creators. These organizations take
on various tasks and form a link between the creators and the streaming providers.



The above figure indicates the difference in the relationship between streaming
providers and content publishers: Content publishers typically have little control
over, or access to, the database. Mostly, they also lack direct access to users.
However, some streaming providers, such as Spotify and Apple Music, do provide
record companies with access to data analytics tools so they can see how their own
content is performing, as indicated in the Figure by the grey arrow. This data stream,
nonetheless, is based on conditions set by the
streaming provider, not the artist.

3. Streaming and content originators

Content publishers can have a crucial role in the provision of music, films, television,
and book content but still act as middlemen in most cases. Works of art and culture
typically originate somewhere else, that is, with artists, composers, scriptwriters,
authors, and so on. In terms of the streaming network, content originators typically
feed content to the publishers who in return direct payments to originators, as
depicted in the Figure given below.

Although content publishers and content originators both play a part in supplying
content to streaming databases, there are significant differences between them:
Content originators, like content publishers, are in the network separated from



important nodes such as the database and users. In the cases where content
publishers act as intermediaries, content provision is conditioned by terms set by
agreements made between streaming providers and content publishers. Thus,
content publishers, and in some cases, copyright management organizations, act on
behalf of content originators. As with the content publishers, content originators may
also have access to user data but are restricted to their own output and entirely
contingent on the streaming provider.

4. Streaming and device makers

The next step is to take into account the implications of users only having streaming
access by way of a compatible device and software. Thus the device maker (and
software maker) has control of the device access point and also gains valuable user
data (in addition to being compensated for the technology when the user buys it).
The position of the device maker in the network is outlined in the Figure given below.

As a streaming provider of music and device maker/software maker, Apple gains
access to user data at two ends: from the user’s interactions with the streaming
service and from the device.

5. Streaming and advertisers



So far, I have discussed the streaming network in relation to a subscription-funding
model. For some streaming services, advertising is a significant revenue stream.
The figure given below illustrates what the streaming network looks like in the
ad-funded model.
In advertising-funded streaming, the advertiser is allowed to expose the user to
commercials and in return pays the streaming provider for this access or for ad
impressions delivered. The relationship between the user and the advertiser is thus
best described by the term exposure.In the ad-funded model, exposure compensates
for the user’s access (but users still contribute data as well). Advertisers can also be
offered access to user data streams but entirely contingent on conditions set by the
streaming provider. This contingent data flow is marked by the grey arrow in
Figure.
In this selection of cases, Spotify Free is the only example of funding through
advertising.
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